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floor had members of the search Doom Race who committed severe sins 
imprisoned. 

James’ gaze scanned the cells. When he looked into the cell at the end, he 
saw a familiar person. 

It was Thea. 

Thea, who appeared to be dying, lay on the ground. She had fallen 
unconscious, but she was still alive. She had not fallen. 

James took a deep breath. 

Thea had indeed been caught by the search Doom Race. 

If Thea was caught, what about Wyot? 

After sensing Thea, James was worried about Wyot. He wondered if Wyot had 
returned to the Doom Race. If so, there would be a battle in the Doom Race. 

However, it had been a few days since James returned to 
the search Doom Race. Yet, Youri had not done anything. It was strange. 

Could it be that Thea had settled Wyot elsewhere before getting caught? 

James ignored Thea and walked toward the cell Dolph was in. 

Dolph was sitting in the cell with his legs crossed. 

When James walked over and appeared outside Dolph’s cell, he respectfully 
called out, “I’ve come to see you.” 

James appeared outside Dolph’s cell, but his Zen was scanning his 
surroundings. He wanted to have a clear understanding of the situation on the 
ninth floor of the Soul Pagoda. He was preparing to rescue Thea. 

Dolph, who was resting, opened his eyes and looked at James standing 
before him. There was no expression on his face. He appeared calm. 



“You’re here.” 

Dolph uttered a single sentence calmly. 

“Yeah, I’m here.” 

James nodded and said, “I have nothing going on right now, so I came to see 
you. How are you?” 

“How’s the situation in the outside realm?” Dolph asked. 

Ever since he entered the Soul Pagoda, he had no idea what was going on in 
the outside realm. 

James did not hide the truth from Dolph. He said, “I went to the other races 
and obtained the tokens. Now, the Patriarch has nine tokens. The Cloud 
Race’s token has been taken by the Human Race.” 

When Dolph heard that, his expression did not change. 

Meanwhile, James observed the structure of the Soul Pagoda while chatting 
with Dolph. 

Then, he said, “I’ll take my leave now. I’ll look for the Patriarch and ask him to 
let you out.” 

After saying that, he left. 

Once he left the Soul Pagoda, he headed to the Apex Main Hall. 

When he arrived at the Apex Main Hall, Youri was giving Qimat some orders. 

Without saying anything, James stood to the side. 

After Qimat left, James stood before Youri and greeted, ” Greetings, Sir 
Youri.” 

Youri waved his hand and said, “Didn’t I ask you to rest?” 

James answered, “Sir, I went to see my father. The Soul Pagoda restraints 
souls. If my father stays in the Soul Pagoda for too long, his ability will be 
affected, which will affect the ability of the race too. Please release my father.” 



Youri slightly waved his hand and stopped James from talking. 

James looked at Youri. 

Youri then said, ‘Your father has been the Patriarch of the search Doom Race 
for a long time and has high prestige in the race. Until the search Doom Race 
is in order, your father can’t leave.” 

James had a helpless expression on his face, which he was faking. 

He did not want to ask about Dolph. He wanted to ask about Thea. 

Taking a deep breath, he changed the topic and asked,” What do you mean 
exactly by the Doom Race being in order?” 

Youri stood up and looked outside the main hall. He had a strong aura. 

“Once I obtain the Blithe Omniscience and cultivate it, we will no longer need 
to fear anything.” 

Upon hearing that, James could not help but say, “There’s still a token in the 
Human Race’s hands, though. Now, the Human Race has gone into hiding. 
It’ll be difficult to search for them in the vast Chaos and obtain the last token.” 

“Haha.” 

All of a sudden, Youri laughed out loud. 

“Wyot, don’t worry about this. The Human Race’s matron, Thea, has already 
fallen into our hands. Soon, I will spread the news and make the Human Race 
hand over the token in order to save her. Otherwise, the Human Race’s 
matron will die.” 

Youri did not hide the truth from James. 

“The Human Race’s matron?” James pretended to be shocked. 
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as he asked, “When was this? When I was heading to the Ursas, didn’t the 
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Human Race’s matron and the powerhouses of the Heaven- Eradicating Sect 
escape?” 

Youri did not answer James’ question. Instead, he said with a smile, “You 
don’t need to worry about this. Just rest peacefully.” 

Since Youri did not want to talk about the matter, James did not ask any 
further. 

“Alright. I’ll take my leave now.” 

James turned to leave. 

Once more, he returned to Mount search Doom. 

After returning to Mount search Doom, he went to the back mountain and sat 
on a rock. 

Looking at the spiritual mountains and lands in the distance, he fell into deep 
thought. 

According to Youri’s plan, Youri wanted to use Thea to lure James out and 
obtain the token James got from the Cloud Race. 

James knew the matter was not so simple. 

If he brought the token to the Doom Race to save Thea, not only would Thea 
not be freed, but he might also be 

imprisoned. 

“I need to rescue Thea before Youri makes a move.” 

James came up with a rough plan. 

The plan was to rescue Thea before Youri spread the news. 

With James’ current identity, it was easy for him to free Thea. 

However, if he did this, he would lose the identity of the search Doom Race’s 
elder. In the future, the Human Race would need to fight against 
the search Doom Race. 



James thought that it was not the right time. 

The new world of the Human Race had not appeared. Thus, he could not go 
against the Doom Race. He needed to stay in the Doom Race for a little 
longer. 

He pondered for a while. 

Then, he thought of a detailed plan. 

He looked for Yemima again. He told her he was planning on going out to 
cultivate. 

“Cultivate?’ 

When Yemima heard that James was going out to cultivate, she was taken 
aback. 

“Yeah.” 

James said, “There’s nothing for me to do right now in the race. I need to use 
the time to improve my cultivation rank.” 

“Have you informed the Patriarch?” 

“No. I’m going to talk to him now.” 

Yemima felt reluctant. She said, ‘You just returned, yet you’re leaving again. I 
don’t want you to leave.” 

James smiled and said, “I’m planning for the future. It’s hard for me to improve 
my cultivation rank in the search Doom Race. I can only grow my potential by 
exploring the world outside. I need to go to dangerous places and expose 
myself to risks.” 

“Alright. I got it. Go and inform the Patriarch.” 

Yemima was reasonable. She did not stop James. 

James left Mount search Doom and went to the apex of the Doom Race. 

He met Youri once more. 



James told Youri his thoughts and plans. 

When Youri found out James wanted to go out to cultivate, he did not stop 
him. Instead, he nodded and said, “That works, but you have to be careful 
outside.” 

“I got it. Thank you for your concern.” 

James bid farewell to Youri. 

Then, he returned to Mount search Doom and stayed there for several more 
days. After making the necessary 

preparations, he left the Doom Race and the Doom Universe. 

This time, Youri did not send powerhouses of the search Doom 

Race to follow James. 

James scanned his surroundings. 

When he realized there were not any living beings of the Doom Race following 
him, he felt relieved. 

He hid his aura and began to use the Heaven-Eradicating Sect’s intelligence 
network. In the end, he found the remaining members of the Heaven-
Eradicating Sect in an unknown little realm. 

In a forest with rather thin Spiritual Energy, there were many formations. 

At the top of a mountain were many buildings. 
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of the Heaven-Eradicating Sect were gathered in the main hall. 

James sat in the main seat. 

The leader of the Heaven-Eradicating Sect, Dempsey, stood in the main hall 
and told James about Thea being taken away. 

When James heard Dempsey’s words, he finally understood the situation. 



It turned out that Thea got caught because the search Doom Race spread the 
news about finding the whereabouts of the Empyrean Heart. 

The Empyrean Heart was a strange herb. It was an excellent Empyrean herb 
for breeding offspring. 

For the baby in her stomach, Thea took the risk and looked for the Empyrean 
Heart. Unfortunately, she fell into the search Doom Race’s trap and was 
caught by the Doom Race. 

“Mr. Caden, what should we do now?” 

Dempsey had a worried expression on his face. 

Sitting in the main seat, James said, “I found out that Thea is locked in the 
Soul Pagoda of the Doom Race. I left the Doom Race because I wanted to 
save her. While I’m rescuing her, I need a member of the Heaven-Eradicating 
Sect to act as Wyot and walk around the Greater Realms. That member can 
appear anywhere as long as it’s in the Greater Realms. The member just 
needs to be in the sight of several powerhouses.” 

James needed to do this so that no one would suspect anything. 

It was because he still needed to use Wyot’s identity to do many things. 

“Also, the real Wyot must be closely guarded. Nothing can happen to him. If 
something happens to him, all our efforts will be in vain,” reminded James. 

“Yes.” 

In the main hall, many senior authorities of the Human Race responded. 

“Go according to plan. I’ll head back to the search Doom Race secretly.” 

After James said that, his body disappeared from the spot. 

He left the unknown little realm and returned to the search Doom Universe. 

He appeared in the Chaotic Void outside the Doom Universe. Staring at the 
Doom Universe ahead of him, he took a deep breath and hid his aura. He 
went into incognito mode and secretly entered the Doom Universe. 

Soon, he appeared in the Doom Realm of the Doom Universe. 



He only needed to take a step to reach the Doom Realm. In a flash, he 
appeared at the entrance of the Doom Race. 

His current identity was James, so he dared not show himself. Nevertheless, 
his previous identity was an elder of the search Doom Race. Thus, he knew 
all the barrier formations in the search Doom Race. 

Besides, he had comprehended the beginning of the Blithe Omniscience. 

With the Blithe Omniscience, he could go anywhere with just a thought. He 
could easily enter the Doom Race without alerting the living beings of the 
Doom Race. 

He avoided the barrier formations and appeared in the Doom Race. 

In the dark, he walked around the Soul Pagoda. 

The place was heavily guarded. He could not open the barrier formation of the 
Soul Pagoda rashly. If he forcefully opened it, the powerhouses of the Doom 
Race would sense it immediately and appear. 

By then, it would be a tough battle. 

It was not his initial plan. 

His initial plan was to save Thea without anyone knowing. 

He wanted Youri’s plan to fail. 

Theoretically, James, who had comprehended the beginning of the Blithe 
Omniscience, could go anywhere. 

Unfortunately, the Soul Pagoda of the search Doom Race was not an average 
place. 

It was a forbidden area of the search Doom Race. 

There was a powerful barrier formation there. 

James could enter the Soul Pagoda, but he could not break into it without 
alerting others. 



He observed the nearby area. When he could not find a chance to break into 
the pagoda, he chose to leave the place. He walked around the apex of the 
Doom Race, trying to find an opportunity in secret. 

During this period, Youri spread the news. 

He announced to the public that the Human Race’s matron, Thea, was in the 
Doom Race. 

If the Human Race wanted Thea alive, they had to appear in 
the search Doom Race with the Cloud Race’s token. Otherwise, Thea would 
die. 

The time given to the Human Race by Youri was three thousand years. 

Three thousand years later, the search Doom Race would publicly kill Thea at 
the apex of the Doom Race. 

When the news spread, it reached the entire Greater Realms quickly. 

James, who was hiding in the Doom Race, also heard about it. 

He also knew he had little time left. He only had three thousand years. He had 
to save Thea within three thousand years. 
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news quickly spread throughout the Greater Realms. 

Meanwhile, James was hiding in the dark. 

He was watching Youri’s every step. 

Aside from Xezal, Youri was the only threat to James in the 
entire search Doom Race. James was not even afraid of the Grand Patriarch 
of search Doom Race, who had faked his death. 

Besides, with James’ cultivation rank and familiarity with the Doom Race, if he 
did not show himself, Youri would not be able to sense his existence. 

James waited in the Doom Race for a thousand years. 



It was finally time for him to attack. 

He sensed Youri leaving the Doom Race and the Doom Universe. 

James knew that it was his only chance. 

He had no idea where Youri went but knew he had to take Thea out of the 
Doom Race before Youri returned. If he left the area of 
the search Doom Race, no one could stop him. 

Quietly, he approached the Soul Pagoda. 

In these one thousand years, he had figured out the topography of the place. 

Nevertheless, he did not approach the Soul Pagoda rashly. Instead, he 
walked around the area near the Soul Pagoda and cast several mysterious 
sigils. These sigils entered the void quietly. 

It was a profound formation. Once the formation began, the place would be 
cut off from the outside world. 

Even if a huge battle broke out here, as long as the combat power did not flow 
out of the formation, the search Doom Race would not sense anything. 

After preparing everything, James approached the entrance of the Soul 
Pagoda. 

He appeared suddenly. 

The moment he showed himself, the bodyguards guarding the Soul Pagoda 
were alerted. 

Swoosh! 

At once, the few bodyguards pulled out their swords and surrounded James. 

When James appeared, the formation started. 

“Who are you?” 

A bodyguard pointed the sword at James and sneered,” We’re in the 
forbidden area of the search Doom Race. Outsiders aren’t allowed to enter.” 



They were in the forbidden area of the Doom Race, so the bodyguard did not 
expect the man before him to be a part of the Human Race. The bodyguard 
only assumed that the man was a family member of an elder of 
the search Doom Race. 

With a bright smile, James said, “Open the Soul Pagoda. I want to have a look 
inside.” 

“Get lost…” The bodyguard spoke up. 

However, James moved at this moment. 

Once his body moved, the entrance of the Soul Pagoda opened. Meanwhile, 
the bodyguards guarding the Soul Pagoda fell to the ground, lifeless. 

Among the bodyguards, only the leader was alive. 

‘You…” 

The expression of the bodyguard changed. 

He immediately signaled for help. 

Unfortunately, James had already cast a formation and cut off every contact. 

James walked toward the bodyguard and appeared before him. 

The bodyguard stumbled backward vigilantly. He could not help but ask, “Who 
are you?” 

“I’m James of the Human Race,” answered James. 

“J-James…” 

The expression of the bodyguard changed. He heard of James before. James 
was the powerhouse who made the Human Race rise. He had previously 
saved the Human Race’s matron and the members of the Heaven-Eradicating 
Sect. 

Now, the search Doom Race was waiting for James to show up. Who knew 
that James had already entered the search Doom Race secretly? 



The bodyguard knew James was terrifying and that he was not a match for 
him. Thus, he ran away instantly. 

However, he did not manage to run far. He collided with the barrier formation 
set up by James. Then, his body bounced back, hitting the ground. At once, 
he spat out a mouthful of blood. 

James waved his hands, and a force emerged from his palms. He forcefully 
dragged the bodyguard back. 

Without saying anything, he carried out the Soul Search Art and obtained the 
method of opening the Soul Pagoda’s restrictions. 

Then, he killed the bodyguard. 

Quickly, he walked toward the entrance of the Soul Pagoda. 
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James’ hands. When the sigils entered the entrance, the entrance of the Soul 
Pagoda immediately opened. Then, his body disappeared. 

At the next moment, he appeared before Thea’s prison cell on the ninth floor. 

There were barrier formations in the prison cells too. 

The barrier formation was personally cast by Youri. 

James appeared before the cell and looked at Thea, who was lying on the 
ground, dying. He grew anxious as he called, ‘Thea, Thea.” 

Unfortunately, Thea had fallen unconscious. She did not respond. 

As James was worrying about Thea, his body came into contact with the 
metal door of the cell. There was a restriction on the metal door. His body 
seemed to be electrocuted and went numb. The Blood Energy in his body 
surged, and he could not help but stumble backward. 

The commotion caught the attention of Dolph in the cell. 

Dolph was taken aback. Stunned, he stared at James in the near distance. 



They were in the Soul Pagoda of the search Doom Race’s forbidden area. 

How did a human enter? 

What happened in the search Doom Race? 

For a moment, Dolph thought of many things. 

He wanted to stand up, but his soul had been sealed. When he stood up, the 
pain filled his body. It was so painful that he fell back to the ground. 

James also noticed Dolph’s actions, but he ignored them. Staring at the cell 
before him, he slammed the metal door as a strong power emerged from his 
palms. 

Boom! 

The powerful slam shook the entire Soul Pagoda. It was as if it was going to 
collapse. 

Thankfully, James had cast a formation outside in advance. Otherwise, the 
commotion in the Soul Pagoda would attract the powerhouses of 
the search Doom Race over. 

The Soul Pagoda shook, but nothing happened to the metal door. 

On the other hand, the tremor of the Soul Pagoda woke up Thea. 

Thea, who was lying on the ground and dying, opened her eyes slightly. She 
looked at the worried James standing outside the cell. Immediately, her 
expression changed, and she got up from the ground. 

“What are you doing here? Leave,” shouted Thea anxiously. 

In the distance, Dolph sat on the ground with his legs crossed in the cell, 
watching the scene before him unfold. 

Currently, his soul was sealed, and he had lost his cultivation base. Thus, he 
could not stop James. 

Besides, no powerhouses of the search Doom Race were appearing even 
after such a huge commotion. It meant that there was a formation blocking the 
outside world. 



Currently, Dolph could only watch the scene silently. He wanted to see if 
James could bring the Human Race’s matron out of the Soul Pagoda. 

‘Thea, don’t worry. I will help you out. Give me some time. I can break the 
restriction.” 

James looked at Thea as he comforted her. 

Then, he calmed down. 

He set up a time formation around him and began to understand the barrier 
formation of the cell. 

He had comprehended the Primal Mantra, so breaking the formation was not 
difficult. 

He only needed to make full use of time because he was not sure if a 
powerhouse of the search Doom Race would come to the Soul Pagoda. 

Once a powerhouse of the search Doom Race approached the Soul Pagoda, 
they would notice the formation cast by James. By then, it would be 
troublesome. 

In the Soul Pagoda, James focused on breaking the formation in the time 
formation. 

At this moment, outside the formation of the Soul Pagoda, a shadow 
appeared. 

The shadow was the Patriarch’s chambermaid, Xezal. 

None of the living beings of the Doom Race had seen Xezal’s real 
appearance before. She had always been in the state of a shadow. 

She was carrying out closed-door meditation in the back mountain when she 
had an uneasy feeling. She could not tell what she was feeling, but she 
followed her senses and came to the Soul Pagoda. 

Standing in the distance, she looked at the Soul Pagoda. 

Nothing odd seemed to be happening. 

The formation set up by James was transparent. 



He also used a powerful path to make an illusion. From afar, one could only 
see a few bodyguards guarding the place. No one could sense anything 
wrong. 

“Why do I feel uneasy?” Xezal, who was in the state of a shadow, mumbled to 
herself. 
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ahead but failed to notice anything odd. 

She did not know why she was here. She only went along with her senses. 

She did not approach the Soul Pagoda. She only stared at it from afar before 
turning around to leave. 

When she turned around, she sensed an unusual fluctuation of aura. She 
could not help but turn back around and stare ahead. 

After staring for a while, she raised her hands as power from in her palms. 
The power flowed forward. 

At once, the formations cast by James appeared one by one. 

The moment Xezal saw the formations, her expression changed as she 
questioned, “Why are there so many formations around the Soul Pagoda?” 

She quickly advanced. 

She took a step forward and appeared outside the formations. 

Waving her hands, she attacked the formations with the power in her palms. 

Boom! 

An explosion sounded. 

Xezal was strong, but she could not destroy the formations cast by James 
with one blow. 



James was knowledgeable in formations. Even though Xezal was the most 
mysterious person in the search Doom Race, she could not destroy the 
formations set up by James. 

Once the formations were attacked, James sensed the attacks. 

At that moment, James was in the time formation, focusing on breaking the 
barrier formation of the cell. 

When he sensed the attacks on his formations, his expression changed. After 
finding out that it was Xezal outside the formations, he panicked. 

“Why is it her? Of all people, why her? 

“I don’t know how long my formations can hold her back. I only need one more 
day to break the formation of the cell and free Thea.” 

Now, James could only pray that Xezal was not knowledgeable in formations 
and that she needed time to break his formations. 

Otherwise, he would lose the chance to save Thea. 

If he missed this chance, it would be hard for him to save Thea. 

In the time formation, he moved his hands, and several mysterious inscription 
sigils appeared. The inscriptions flew out of the time formation and the Soul 
Pagoda before entering the formations he had set up previously, 
strengthening them. 

Outside the formations, Xezal sensed that the formations had grown stronger 
and more mysterious. She could not help but be surprised. 

“How interesting. 

“I want to know who’s playing tricks in the search Doom Race.” 

Xezal’s body appeared in mid-air as she raised her hands. In her palms, 
countless inscriptions appeared. All the inscriptions landed on the formations 
cast by James. 

However, her inscriptions failed to break James’ formations. 

“Ancient Magic Circles? This is interesting.” 



Xezal waved her hands again, and a strong power emerged. 

Since she could not break the formations, she could only attack forcefully. 

Boom! 

At the back mountain of the search Doom Race’s apex, there was a terrifying 
fluctuation of power. 

It attracted the attention of many powerhouses of the Doom Race. 

At once, many elders showed up. 

When they saw it was a shadow, the elders stood to the side without saying 
anything. They watched the shadow silently. 

Xezal did everything to break the formations. Her power had already reached 
the extent of shaking the formations. 

Nevertheless, she could not completely destroy the formations. 

Meanwhile, James kept strengthening the formations. In an instant, the 
formations became first-level formations. Even if Xezal forcefully attacked 
them, she could not break all of them. 

“Miss Xezal, what’s going on?” Qimat could not help but step forward and ask, 
“What are you doing?” 

Xezal’s body descended from the sky and landed steadily on the ground. 

Standing on the ground, Xezal instructed, “Pass the message. Everyone in 
the search Doom Race must be on full alert. Initiate every barrier formation in 
the search Doom Race. Every member of the Doom Race needs to enter the 
safety formation.” 

Xezal issued a list of orders. 

 


